
Thermo Scientific iCAP 6000 Series ICP:
A Dramatically Different Approach to ICP
Optical Design

Key benefits
• Echelle polychromator design for rapid, simultaneous

multi-element analysis

• Low running costs enabled through compact spectrometer
design with fast, efficient optical gas purge

• High sensitivity - high light transmission, optimized
signal-to-noise and low limits of detection thanks to
the low number of reflective optical surfaces

• Fewer interferences, easier method development -
outstanding resolution reduces spectral overlap,
reducing the need for mathematical interference
corrections

• Wavelength coverage of 166-847 nm enables access to
the most comprehensive range of useful analytical lines

• Unparalleled stability provided by a unique spectrometer
design, clever thermal design properties and thermostatic
control

Introduction – The functions and design
considerations of ICP optical components
Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry
is an elemental analysis technique that derives its analytical
data from the emission spectra of elements excited within
a high-temperature argon plasma. The ultimate purpose of
the ICP optical system is to separate the ICP source emission
into element-specific wavelengths and to focus the resolved
light onto the detector as efficiently as possible. The optical
spectrometer is the heart of the modern ICP instrument
and is comprised of two sections, the fore-optics and the
polychromator, with the detector attached.

Plasma viewing configuration options
ICP instruments can be categorized as radial, axial or dual
view configurations. In the radial configuration, the plasma
is viewed from the side, while in the axial configuration,
the plasma is viewed end-on (along the length of the plasma).
In the dual view configuration, the plasma is viewed in
either the radial or axial orientation (see Figures 1-3).

Figure 1: Plasma viewing options in optical ICP instruments

The dedicated radial plasma view, is traditionally the best
configuration for high dissolved solids and other complex
matrices, due to lower levels of matrix interferences in the
region of interest. The radial view offers less sensitivity than
axial, however it is preferable for analyzing difficult
samples such as organics or very high dissolved solid
matrices.

The axially viewed plasma configuration offers greater
sensitivity but also has higher susceptibility to matrix
interferences. However, combining an axial view with an
automatically switchable radial view in the dual view
configuration produces a sensitive, versatile instrument
with the ability to handle a wide range of samples with
complex matrices.

Challenges for optical design

Fore-optics

The fore-optics need to focus the emitted light onto the
entrance slit as efficiently as possible and to provide a light
path suitable for transmitting in either radial or axial plasma
views, or both, for systems which have that capability. In
dual view systems, changing plasma views should be a
fast, automated process to avoid undesirable increases in
sample analysis time and subsequent degradation of
productivity and cost efficiency. Figure 2 shows the relative
position of the fore-optics and indicates their function in
association with the other major components of an ICP
instrument.

Figure 2: A simplified linear schematic of an ICP instrument showing the
purpose of each major component
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To achieve the required functions within an ICP
instrument, the fore-optics should exhibit the following
characteristics:

• Maximum light transfer for the most sensitive
instrument.

- This requires the absolute minimum number of light-
reflecting surfaces, as these will absorb or scatter some
of the light. Less efficient light transfer means a less
sensitive instrument, which leads to more difficulty
with trace elements and degraded detection limits.

• Optimum focus for better analyses

- The fore-optics system must be able to focus on the
correct part of the plasma – deep within the sample
channel – to ensure the capture and transmission of
the maximum number of useful photons from
elemental emissions and the minimum from the
plasma emission background, which equates to better
sensitivity and lower detection limits.

• Minimum number of moving parts for greater stability.

- Plasma focus and view selection need moving parts but
these must achieve rapid stability and reproducibility
after any movement or stability and analysis time will
be adversely affected.

• Thermal stability and protection from heat sources: e.g.
the plasma and environment.

- Heat conduction causing temperature change within
the optics results in instrument drift, which results in
more frequent QC failure and re-calibration.

• Dual view systems enable optimal plasma viewing to
reduce interferences where necessary and also enable
enhanced sensitivity.

- Axial systems are more sensitive than radial systems,
but traditionally cannot cope with higher matrix levels.
Dual view (Duo) ICPs offer the best of both worlds.

Polychromator

The purpose of the polychromator is to separate the emitted
light into its component wavelengths and accurately
concentrate them onto the detector with the minimum of
absorption, scattering and optical aberration. Figure 2
shows the relative position of the components in the
polychromator and indicates their functions.

To achieve the goals mentioned above, the polychromator
must enable the following:

• Accurate wavelength peaking and stability with regard
to position and intensity.

• Minimum number of reflective surfaces for minimized
scattering of light and absorption and therefore
maximum sensitivity.

• Sharp imaging and focus through aberration
compensation.

- Absolutely ideal optical components are impossible to
manufacture and the inevitable optical aberrations will
need to be compensated for by good optical design.
Minimal aberrations produce sharper, better resolved
peaks over the entire range of wavelengths and orders.

• An effective and efficient optical purge system

- This ensures that all pockets of UV-absorbing air are
removed from the optical tank. This is critical for
good performance in the UV wavelength range.

Design philosophy of the iCAP 6000 Series
optical system
The Thermo Scientific iCAP 6000 Series incorporates an
optical design that was conceived to provide a versatile,
high-performance simultaneous spectrometer and to enable
the development of an ICP instrument that achieves exceptional
analytical performance and cost-efficiency. The primary
requirements for the optical design are listed below:

Performance:
• Optimized light transfer in both the UV and visible

ranges to enable high sensitivity and excellent analytical
detection capability for all commonly used wavelengths.

• High resolution to reduce spectral interferences and
improve analysis in spectrally rich solutions.

Productivity:
• Rapid, accurate analysis with simultaneous

measurement of analyte, background and internal
standard wavelengths.

• Thermal and mechanical stabilization of all optical
components to achieve exceptional long-term stability,
reducing the need for frequent recalibrations.

• Distributed optical gas purge for rapid installation and
start-up and low gas consumption costs.

Versatility:
• Broad wavelength coverage and the ability to

simultaneously capture the entire analytical spectrum.

• Fore-optic design to enable model configurations with
either a dedicated radial plasma view or a dual plasma
view configuration.

• Compact optical design to enable a small instrument
footprint.

The focus on the three principles highlighted above
enables the iCAP 6000 Series to deliver exceptional cost-
efficiency through increased sample throughput and
reduced gas consumption characteristics.



Fore-optics design in the iCAP 6000 Series

iCAP 6000 Series Radial
The fore-optics in the dedicated radial instrument consist
of a view mirror and a focusing mirror, as shown in
Figure 3. The mirror arrangement used enables the
optimization of the plasma viewing height, enabling viewing
of the region of maximum analyte intensity in the plasma.

Figure 3: Schematic of the iCAP 6000 Series Radial fore-optics

Advantages of the iCAP 6000 Series Radial design:

• Performance – maximized light collection from optimal
focus in the vertically oriented plasma.

• Productivity – the design features automatic focus
optimization.

• Stability – the minimum number of moving parts
ensures maximum stability and the compact design
allows efficient purging.

• Versatility – the radial plasma can process and analyze
very high sample concentrations of dissolved solids or
organic solvents. The interferences that these matrices
normally introduce are minimized or entirely removed
by the iCAP 6000 Series’s software-optimized torch
viewing height and plasma focus.

The combination of the optimized fore-optics, efficient
purge in the purged optical pathway (POP) tube and optimal
torch-box design produces a radial instrument capable of
the best UV and visible analyte sensitivity available from
any radial view ICP instrument. Radial instruments with a
larger number of optical surfaces and moving parts in the
fore-optics will result in much reduced stability and
sensitivity in both UV and visible wavelengths. By contrast,
the iCAP 6000 Series design has a reduced number of
surfaces and optimized movements. Inefficient and poorly
designed fore-optics purge systems result in UV absorption
between the plasma and the fore-optics and poor UV
sensitivity. The iCAP 6000’s POP tube design and
concentrated purge gas flow eliminates this problem in
both Radial and Duo versions by providing an efficiently
purged pathway between the plasma and the fore-optics.

iCAP 6000 Series Duo
The fore-optics of the Duo viewing configuration consists
of tandem view mirrors and a plasma focusing mirror –
the absolute minimum number of surfaces for the required
design, as shown in Figure 4. The mirror arrangement
optimizes the view into the axial sample channel and radial
view of the plasma in two-dimensions using software control.
The tandem viewing mirror in the Duo configuration has
been designed to enable rapid switching between radial
and axial plasma views during sample analysis for enhanced
productivity and flexibility.

Figure 4: Schematic of the iCAP 6000 Series Duo fore-optics

Advantages of the iCAP 6000 Series Duo design:

• Performance – the axial view collects maximum light
thanks to optimal focus in the axial channel. The axial
plasma view is the most sensitive and produces the best
detection limits.

• Productivity – the Duo instrument features automatic
focus optimization. The plasma optimization and the
radial to axial view selection movements are rapid with
minimal settling time required, offering optimal instrument
speed and precision.

• Stability – a design with the minimum number of moving
parts ensures maximum stability and the compact design
allows efficient purging.

• Versatility – the Duo instrument’s radial view allows the
analysis of high matrix samples with minimal interference.

The iCAP 6000 Series Duo design uses the minimum
number of fore-optics surfaces and movable parts and is a
stable and versatile platform with high-efficiency light
transfer for the transmission of the maximum amount of
elemental emission in the minimum time.

Other ICP instruments with an increased number of
fore-optics surfaces will exhibit reduced sensitivity even in
the axial view, by comparison. Additionally, they will also
show increased time delays in changing between axial and
radial views. Axial-only instruments do not have the
versatility of the added radial view mode for improved
interference- and matrix-handling and may not be able to
analyze some types of samples effectively.
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Polychromator design in the iCAP 6000 Series
The Thermo Scientific iCAP 6000 Series utilizes an echelle
spectrometer with a focal length of 383 mm and a unique
configuration of a minimal number of all-spherical mirrors
to enable high optical resolution of 7 picometers at 200 nm
in a compact design. It provides comprehensive, virtually
continuous wavelength coverage in the range of 166.4 nm
to 847.0 nm, enabling the option of alternate wavelength
selection in the presence of spectral interferences, e.g. the
interference of iron on boron at 249.777 nm in steel
samples. In this case, boron may be analyzed at 208.959
nm instead. The efficient design of the iCAP 6000 Series
polychromator offers exceptionally high light transfer
efficiency with minimal light scattering to deliver high
analytical performance. The polychromator design
achieves optimized light transmission by selectively
focusing light through two optimized slits. The use of this
two slit configuration enables optimal light transmission
across the entire UV-Visible wavelength range to deliver
supreme analytical performance. After the emitted light
enters the slit, the prism mirror renders the beam of
emitted light quasi-parallel before the order prism splits
the light into the component orders. The polychromator
uses a unique, narrow angle order-splitting prism. Emitted
light passes through the prism twice, both before and after
the high incident angle grating – see Figure 5. This
achieves highly efficient separation of the component orders
and wavelengths within the compact polychromator
design. Other ICPs utilize wider angle, single-pass prisms
in their echelle configurations which requires them to use
larger polychromator designs, and thus result in larger
instrument footprints.

Figure 5: Schematic of iCAP 6000 Series optical tank layout, showing light path

After passing through the prism for the second time,
the camera mirror collects and focuses the now completely
dispersed spectrum onto the CID 86 charge injection device
detector. Our uniquely angled and positioned, all-spherical
mirror design transfers the slit image to the detector with
minimal degradation of resolution, regardless of element
wavelength/order position on the chip. Other ICP
polychromators incorporate large toroidal mirrors in their
design which can lead to significant uncorrected optical
aberration and degradation of resolution. The final two-

dimensional spectrum is used for the interpretation of the
resultant analyte signals. The excellent resolution
achievable by the iCAP 6000’s unique optical design is
demonstrated by the spectrometer’s ability to resolve the
thallium doublet at 190.856 nm and 190.870 nm (see
Figure 6). The outstanding optical clarity can be observed
by the sharp peak images of the element wavelengths
shown in the Fullframe image of the spectrum given in
Figure 7.

The design of the echelle spectrometer in the iCAP 6000
Series takes full advantage of its high-resolution capability
in a remarkably compact design when compared with
Paschen-Runge- or Schmidt-based optical systems.

Figure 6: Thallium doublet from the iCAP 6000 Series spectrometer, shown in
raw pixel form. The well separated doublet peaks indicate the high resolution
of the spectrometer.

Figure 7: A Fullframe image from the iCAP 6000 Series spectrometer showing
the complete resolution of the identified Thallium 190 nm doublet and sharp
slit images indicating the excellent optical performance.
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The unique CID 86 detector technology in the iCAP 6000
Series complements the echelle optical design, enabling
fast, simultaneous, multi-element analysis. For further
information and technical details relating to the unique
CID 86 detector, please refer to Technical Note TN40809.

Thermal stabilization
The iCAP 6000 Series polychromator is thermostatically
controlled at 38 +/- 0.1 °C using a thermally conductive
heating blanket, covered by an insulating, thermal foam
layer to ensure optimum thermal stability. In addition, a
thermal break is incorporated into the design of the
interface between the optics and the torch box. These
features enable the iCAP 6000 Series to achieve exceptional
analytical stability. Some ICP manufacturers have chosen
to cool the optical tank below room temperature in order
to stabilize the polychromator. However, this can be much
more difficult to reliably achieve, is far less efficient and has
the potential to form serious temperature gradients in the
optical system. Instrument designs that use this approach
are often more difficult to keep stable and may have
lengthier start-up times due to thermal equilibration
effects.

Optical purge design
Oxygen and other molecules can absorb much of the
intensity of UV radiation (< 190 nm) and the use of a
purge system in the polychromator, fore-optics and the
plasma interface is therefore critical to enable the enable
the sensitive analysis of analytes in this wavelength region.

The iCAP 6000 Series uses a unique distributed gas
purge system which purges the polychromator uniformly
and is integral to the design of the fore-optics and plasma
interface. The purge system can be configured to use
either argon or nitrogen gas and was developed using
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software to examine
and optimize the purge gas flow, temperature distribution
and gradients, and stability of the design. The compact
design ensures quick and efficient purging using minimum
gas flows especially as the volume of the optical tank is
very low.

The purge gas exits the optical system through the
purged optical pathway (POP) tube, and in doing so removes
constituents in the plasma interface that may otherwise
absorb the UV light intensity (see Figure 8 for schematics).
Additionally, the POP tube purge gas flow provides a
counter flow of argon to occlude environmental factors,
removing the interferences it causes. Some other ICP
designs are required to use additional gas flows such as a
shear gas, to optimize their plasma interface. This can
increase instrument running costs, interfere with light
transmission and also requires expensive accessories such
as an air compressor to be purchased with the instrument.

Figure 8: Schematic of the POP tubes for Radial (above) and Duo (below)
instruments

The iCAP 6000 Series has been designed to include the
minimum number of components in the polychromator
and there are no electronic components present in the
optical tank which can compromise the optical performance
with out-gassing. When out-gassing occurs in a system
without a purge gas i.e. a sealed, recirculating system, the
compounds that are given off in the optical chamber may
coat the optical components, drastically reducing optical
light transfer. The use of a free-flowing purge gas
additionally avoids the requirement for the use of
expensive gas pumps and scrubbers which are used by
some ICP designs and need periodic replacement.



Summary

Feature Benefit iCAP 6000 Varian Perkin Elmer
Series

Dedicated Most robust � � �
radial sample processing

– performance
& versatility

Dual view Extra sensitivity � � �
in axial view and
robust radial view
– performance

& versatility
2 (radial) or Enhanced light � 3 5
3 (duo) transfer efficiency
component – performance
fore-optics
Simultaneous Rapid, productive � � � 7000
multi-element multi-element
capability analysis � 7X00

– productivity
Number of optical Fewer surfaces = 5 5 14
components more efficient light
in polychromator transfer and lower

detection limits
– performance

Narrow angle at Enables a compact � � �

echelle grating spectrometer with
exceptional resolution
– performance &

versatility
2-slit system Optimized light � � �

throughput for
UV and Visible regions
– performance &

versatility
Thermal break Optimum long-term � � �

design stability
– productivity

Distributed optical Reduced gas � � �

purge system consumption; lower
running costs; quicker
start-up stabilization
– cost efficiency &

productivity

Conclusion
The high optical resolution of the iCAP 6000 Series ICP
allows the analyst to avoid many spectral interferences
which would cause a problem on a lower specification
instrument with an inferior optical system. This allows the
analyst the greatest confidence in the quality of their results.
The use of an echelle polychromator and optical design
producing high light throughput, outstanding resolution,
with careful thermal stabilization and efficient optical
purge combine to produce a spectrometer system with
superlative analytical performance and low cost of ownership.
The design philosophies embodied by the iCAP 6000 Series’
optical system show that productivity, stability, versatility
and cost-effectiveness can be combined into a small,
ergonomically designed instrument which makes method
development, accurate analysis and exceptional performance
easily achieved without compromise.
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